DIVISION OF ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
AP QA MEETING

Thursday, August 9, 2012
11:30 am – 1:00 pm
Dow Auditorium, Towsley Center

AGENDA

11:30-11:40 Introduction and Welcome – Jeffrey Myers

11:40-11:50 Illegible No Longer: Electronically Printing Cell Block Cassettes
– Brian Smola and Maegan Weighman

GOAL: To illustrate an effective countermeasure to the problem of illegible, hand-written cell block cassettes.

11:50-12:00 Mail runs/slide delivery – Lisa Taulbee, Ben Platko and John Perrin

GOAL: A project to improve mail runs and slide delivery

12:00-12:20 Transfer Requisitions: A Paper Jam – Nancy Fritzemeier and Randy Butler

GOAL: To improve process and standardize work flow

12:20-12:30 Out for a little R&R at the VA? – John Perrin

GOAL: To show the flow of how IHC orders are placed at VA until slides are returned to the VA